
Handcrafted in small batches, 
this frame is a steel all-mountain 
hardtail built to get rowdy and 
designed to accommodate  
29-inch, 29-plus or 27.5-plus 
wheels with up to 2.8-inch tires.

A slack 66-degree head-angle 
keeps things confident when you 
venture where no hardtail should, 
and short chainstays (adjustable 
down to 16.33-inches via sliding 
dropouts) make sure it lives up to 
its name.

29'ER HARDTAIL 
BUILT BY CANFIELD

W W W. O V E R T H E E D G E . B I K E

Combining the revered ride  
quality of 4130 chromoly steel  
with updated aggressive  
all-mountain geometry, it 
challenges preconceptions of 
mountain bikes with both big 
wheels and rigid rear-ends.



GEOMETRY
(Based on 150mm fork, 563mm Axle to Crown)

*Geo based on 150mm travel fork. Static measurement (not sagged). 

*This size chart is only a suggestion. Every riding style & body is different.

Size S M L XL

Top Tube Length (Effective)* 570mm 597mm 625mm 652mm

Reach 425mm 450mm 475mm 500mm

Stack* 634mm 638mm 648mm 656mm

Standover Height* 745mm 780mm 800mm 830mm

Seat Tube Length 370mm 405mm 445mm 490mm

Wheel Base* 1156mm 1183mm 1212mm 1241mm

Head Tube Angle 66°

Seat Tube Angle (Effective) 77°

Chainstay Length 415-430mm

Bottom Bracket Drop 50mm

Head Tube Length 100mm 105mm 115mm 125mm

Size S M L XL

Rider Height 5’2”-5’7” 5’5”-5’11” 5’9”-6’3” 6’1”-6’6”

SIZING

 » 29” All Mountain

 » 4130 Chromoly Steel

 » Radial-Bent Seat Stays for Vertical Compliance

 » Increased Reach and Shorter Seat Tube

 » 66° Head Angle (with 150mm Fork)

 » Recommended Fork Length: 140mm - 160mm

 » Custom Sliding Boost 148mm x 12mm Rear Dropouts, Axle Included

 » 73mm BSA Threaded BB

 » 30.9mm Seat Post

 » 34.9 or 35mm Clamp Size

 » Straight 44/44 Headtube

 » Adjustable 16.33“ – 16.93” Chainstays 

 » Brake Mount: IS 160mm

 » Singlespeed-able

 » Stealth Cable Routing

 » ED Black Treated For Superior Corrosion Resistance

 » Two Water Bottle Bosses

 » Includes Dropouts/Derailleur Hanger, Rear Axle & Hardware

 » Max. Seatpost Insertion: 200mm (S), 235 (M), 275 (L), 320 (XL)

FEATURES
Twas the early winter of 1998 when Edge Cycles was born 
amidst the rise of Fruita Singletrack and Over the Edge 
Sports in Fruita Colorado. Passion for technical singletrack, 
short chain-stays and a belief in the ride quality and 
sustainability of steel (and surely fueled by a few beers) 
led us to the obvious conclusion. “We should build our own 
bike”! Scott did the drawings of our first design with 71/73 
angels, short stays and long top tubes on a 26” wheel. Since 
none of us were welders, Tim found us a connection with 
Jack at Vail Cycle works and by the early spring we launched 
the first Edge Cycles at an after hours party at OTE Fruita 
and every bike was immediately sold. Within days all of those 
original 16 bikes were on the trail and shredding the skinny 
singletrack of fledgling Fruita Colorado.

For twelve years we built about 25-50 ish bikes a year, all 
finished beautifully by Mark Brandt but fabricated by various 
legendary builders. James Bleakley led us into Columbus 
FOCO tubing and when Jason Grove came to Fruita he 
became the builder of the final several years of the early 
legacy of Edge Cycles. The last two frames were built in 
2010, full suspension finally worked well and carbon was all 
the rage so we ceased building bikes for a decade until now. 
As we decided in 2020 to pursue the reincarnation of the 
Edge hardtail, we pondered new designs, big wheels and the 
cutting edge designs of this new era. Almost simultaneous 
occurrences led to the new Edge Cycle coming to “fruition”. 

As we pondered design, several OTE alumni were already 
riding Canfield Nimble Nines and telling us that we should 
build a bike like this. Canfield announced that this legendary 
bike brand was coming home to Fruita and in a pure random 
Lance and Troy ran into each other at a brewery. 

A quick chat led us to another obvious thought, maybe we 
should build a bike together and maybe it should be an Edge 
Cycle version of the Nimble Nine. The beauty of partnering 
with an established brand like Canfield Bikes allowed this 
bike to move from an idea to actuality in a mere six months. 
Being a pure Fruita partnership gives it a wealth of style 
and culture and led us to seek parts spec that echoed our 
relationships in the industry and the use of local companies 
like MRP. We are proud that this complete bike is kitted 
from friends and industry partners and demonstrates a true 
community partnership.

We are proud to announce the 2021 Edge Cycle edition of 
the Nimble Nine. You will find it in demo at Over the Edge 
locations (Fruita, Hurricane, Tahoe, Melrose Australia and 
Todos Santos Baja) and once again they are quickly finding 
there way out of the shops and onto the trails. If you find 
yourself curious about a cutting edge aggressive hardtail, 
come ride with us and check it out. If they are all sold out by 
the time you read this? Fear not, we have more on the way 
and we appreciate the passion, loyalty and endless support 
of all of you towards the legacy of Over the Edge and the 
passion project of Edge Cycles. 

Thank You for a quarter century of awesome 
and we look forward to sharing this community 
collaboration of awesome with you as we once 
again gather together to ride and share the 
passion that is MTB culture.
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